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Introduction

et al. 2010); archaic H. floresiensis likely coexisted with modern
humans here (Sutikna et al. 2016); and eastern Indonesian
populations are among the few living groups showing substantial traces of archaic introgression from Denisovans
(Reich et al. 2011). More recently, Indonesia, and ISEA more
generally, was ground zero for the spread of Neolithic culture
by AN speakers. Advancing maritime technologies allowed
farming populations to treat this region as a springboard to
reach oceanic islands as remote as Madagascar, Hawaii, Easter
Island, and New Zealand.
Linguistic, archeological and genetic evidence all point to
Taiwan as the most likely origin of expanding AN speakers,
whose demic spread began 2500–2000 BCE (Gray et al. 2009;
Bellwood 2014; Ko et al. 2014). Whether these people were
strict agriculturalists or practiced a more complex range of
subsistence strategies remains unclear (Blench 2012), but the
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Fast Track

Indonesia, the world’s fourth largest country by population,
comprises an archipelago of about 900 permanently inhabited islands in tropical Asia, and hosts an astonishing array of
human diversity that remains largely underrepresented in
modern biological surveys (Horton 2016). Of the >700 languages still spoken in Indonesia, most belong to the
Austronesian (AN) language family, with some Papuan languages present in the east, making Indonesia, together with
Papua New Guinea, the most linguistically diverse region on
earth (Lewis et al. 2016). The Indonesian archipelago, the
Philippines and Taiwan form Island Southeast Asia (ISEA), a
maritime region unique for its key role in both the early and
recent evolution of Homo sapiens outside of Africa. It has one
of the first traces of anatomically modern humans in Eurasia,
possibly dating as early as 67 ka (Barker et al. 2007; Mijares
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Indonesia, an island nation as large as continental Europe, hosts a sizeable proportion of global human diversity, yet
remains surprisingly undercharacterized genetically. Here, we substantially expand on existing studies by reporting
genome-scale data for nearly 500 individuals from 25 populations in Island Southeast Asia, New Guinea, and
Oceania, notably including previously unsampled islands across the Indonesian archipelago. We use high-resolution
analyses of haplotype diversity to reveal fine detail of regional admixture patterns, with a particular focus on the
Holocene. We find that recent population history within Indonesia is complex, and that populations from the
Philippines made important genetic contributions in the early phases of the Austronesian expansion. Different, but
interrelated processes, acted in the east and west. The Austronesian migration took several centuries to spread across the
eastern part of the archipelago, where genetic admixture postdates the archeological signal. As with the Neolithic
expansion further east in Oceania and in Europe, genetic mixing with local inhabitants in eastern Indonesia lagged
behind the arrival of farming populations. In contrast, western Indonesia has a more complicated admixture history
shaped by interactions with mainland Asian and Austronesian newcomers, which for some populations occurred more
than once. Another layer of complexity in the west was introduced by genetic contact with South Asia and strong
demographic events in isolated local groups.
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Neolithic items that appeared at this time include specific
red-slipped pottery, stone barkcloth beaters, new types of
stone adzes, and widely traded tools and ornaments made
from eastern Taiwanese nephrite. The Austronesian expansion spread rapidly across ISEA, reaching the Philippines by
2000–1500 BCE, and Borneo and Sulawesi by 1500–1000
BCE. Present in western Melanesia by 1350–750 BCE, it
was followed by the settlement of the remote and
previously uninhabited islands of the Pacific Ocean
(Bellwood 2014).
Although this broad history is now well known, multiple
lines of evidence suggest that the Neolithic transition in ISEA
was more complex than a simple movement of genes, languages, and technology solely out of Taiwan. PreAustronesian
linguistic substrates in Indonesia show influences from mainland Southeast Asia (MSEA) (Blench 2010), and domesticated
pigs also likely spread from the mainland to the islands
(Larson et al. 2007). New Guinea, an independent domestication center focused on fruits and tubers, was itself an important hub for innovation, with new cultivars such as
bananas spreading from east to west (Denham and
Donohue 2009; Spriggs 2012).
Debate has traditionally revolved around whether the AN
dispersal was primarily a movement of people, accompanied
by admixture with local populations, or instead driven by
transfers of language, culture and technology. Haploid loci
(mtDNA and Y chromosome) reinforce the presence of
preAustronesian contact between mainland and island
Southeast Asian populations, but hint at only minor contributions from Neolithic newcomers (Karafet et al. 2010; Jinam
et al. 2012; Tumonggor et al. 2013; Gomes et al. 2015; Soares
et al. 2016). However, the limits of uniparental markers
(Pugach and Stoneking 2015) are increasingly being circumvented by genome-wide autosomal data. This includes ancient DNA from the first settlers in Vanuatu and Tonga,
where the genomes of individuals dated to 1100–300 BCE
suggest that the first Austronesian migrants arriving in
Remote Oceania had little to no admixture with Papuan
groups (Skoglund et al. 2016).
Unexpectedly, the autosomal genetic variation in ISEA, and
Indonesia in particular, is poorly characterized, especially
given the extraordinary extent of its human diversity.
Current studies on the history of ISEA are all based on a small
number of genome-wide polymorphisms (ca 55k) screened
by the HUGO Pan-Asian SNP Consortium or are geographically restricted (HUGO Pan-Asian SNP Consortium 2009; Xu
et al. 2012; Lipson et al. 2014; Sedghifar et al. 2015; Kusuma,
Brucato, et al. 2016; Mörseburg et al. 2016; Soares et al. 2016).
Estimated dates of admixture between incoming AN and
local populations span a wide timeframe, ranging from
3800–1500 BCE (Xu et al. 2012; Sanderson et al. 2015;
Sedghifar et al. 2015) to 550 CE (Lipson et al. 2014), likely
reflecting unresolved dynamics in the admixture process. This
is reinforced by a substantial proportion of Taiwan-related
ancestry noted in both eastern and western Indonesia, coupled with evidence of genetic contact in western Indonesia
between incoming AN populations and groups from
Vietnam or peninsular Malaysia (Lipson et al. 2014). Later
2440

historical contacts—Indianization followed by Islamization
(Ooi 2004)—add additional layers of genetic complexity
(Kusuma, Cox, et al. 2016; Mörseburg et al. 2016).
Here, we present new genomic data for an extensive set of
populations across ISEA and beyond, with a special focus on
Indonesia. Spanning the whole of the archipelago from
Sumatra in the west to New Guinea in the east, this highresolution data set allows us to reconstruct fine-scale population structure within ISEA. We test whether the expansions
from Taiwan and mainland Asia had different effects on eastern and western Indonesia, and address both spatial and
temporal aspects of these migrations.

Results
Data
Here, we present a new genomic data set sampled from multiple locations in MSEA, ISEA, New Guinea, and Oceania.
Genome-wide genotyping data were generated for 25 new
communities, primarily focusing on the previously poorly
represented Indonesian archipelago, including the islands
of Sumatra, Nias, Mentawai, Java, Bali, Sulawesi, Sumba,
Flores, Lembata, Alor, Pantar, and Timor. Genotyping
quality control filters were passed for 498 new unrelated
samples, for each of which 510k SNPs are reported.
Together with publicly available genomes from the
Philippines, Borneo, and Sulawesi (Pagani et al. 2016),
this data set represents the most comprehensive
population-based collection of autosomal human genetic
variation in ISEA (fig. 1A and supplementary table S1,
Supplementary Material online).

Population Structure
To place these newly generated data points within broader
regional and global contexts, we performed Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) together with a selection of
East and Southeast Asian genomes from our comparative
data set (1000 Genomes Project Consortium 2012; Pagani
et al. 2016). As with other studies (Xu et al. 2012; Kusuma,
Brucato, et al. 2016), the first two principal components explain a large proportion of the total variance (53%, fig. 1B).
Variation on the first axis can broadly be ascribed to the
geographical location of populations from west to east,
with populations from mainland Asia and Melanesia
(Papuans from PNG, Baining, Nasioi, and Vanuatu) occupying
the extremes. The second principal component stretches
from two western Indonesian outliers, Nias and Mentawai,
to the Baining, and represents a second axis of separation
within the region. A measure of population substructure,
FST, further supports the very high levels of genetic differentiation in our sample, between populations from MSEA, ISEA,
and Melanesia in particular (supplementary table S2,
Supplementary Material online). For example, the FST between Baining and MSEA/western ISEA (0.17 6 0.02,
mean 6 SD) is comparable to that between African Yoruba
and non-African groups (0.19 6 0.03).
The ADMIXTURE analysis, a model-based approach that
splits the ancestry of individual genomes into predefined
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FIG. 1. Sampling locations and overview of genomic diversity. (A) Locations of new and published data from Mainland and Island Southeast
Asia, Melanesia, and Polynesia used in the present study. Colors indicate regional affiliation of populations: yellow: mainland Asia, blue: Taiwan
and the Philippines, magenta: western Indonesia, green: eastern Indonesia, purple: Melanesia, and turquoise: Polynesia. Detailed sample
information is given in supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online. (B) Principal Components Analysis of genome-wide SNP
diversity in 703 individuals from the 32 populations shown in panel A. Note the different percentage variances explained by the two principal
components.

ancestral components (K), further corroborates the PCA, and
broadly matches the results of previous studies (Xu et al.
2012; Cox et al. 2016; Kusuma, Cox, et al. 2016;
Mörseburg et al. 2016; Soares et al. 2016). Two main components can be observed within the region: mainland Asian
(light yellow), and Papuan (light purple) (fig. 2). A third major
component can be defined, and is commonly classified as AN
(light blue) based on its high frequency in Taiwanese, the
Kankanaey of the Philippines (K ¼ 12) (Mörseburg et al.
2016), and Polynesians (K ¼ 5–7) (Wollstein et al. 2010).
There is a strong gradient between Papuan and mainland
Asian/AN ancestries with a transition occurring slightly to
the east of Wallace’s line: eastern Indonesian islands have little
to no mainland component (depending on the value of K)
compared with Sumatra, Nias, Mentawai, Java, Bali, Borneo,
and Sulawesi, which we broadly classify here as the western
part of archipelago. Conversely, no Papuan ancestry is observed in western Indonesia. Except for Sumatra, and to a
lesser extent Java, Bali and Negrito samples from the
Philippines, which show evidence of historic gene flow from
South Asia (red component), no other population has ancestry from outside MSEA, ISEA, or Papua at K ¼ 9, which is the
modal solution with the minimum average cross-validation
score among 11 runs of ADMIXTURE (K ¼ 2–12). At K ¼ 12,
a new component (gold) shared between mainland
Southeast Asians (Chinese Dai and Vietnamese) and predominantly western Indonesian populations appears. The peak
frequency of this component is found in Java and Bali.
Most remaining ADMIXTURE components can be ascribed
to populations that show effects of genetic drift (Baining at

K ¼ 6, Polynesians at K ¼ 8, Mentawai at K ¼ 9, Nias
at K ¼ 10; see evidence later). As with a previous study
(Cox et al. 2016), we detect low levels of within island diversity, and adjacent islands (e.g., Alor and Pantar) are sometimes
indistinguishable at the maximum K analyzed (K ¼ 12).

Admixture Analysis
FINESTRUCTURE and GLOBETROTTER
To obtain deeper insight into fine-scale population structure
within the new data set, we used the fineSTRUCTURE (FS)
framework to capture information held by patterns of haplotype similarity. This method uses chromosome “painting”
to assign nonrecombining portions (chunks) of an individual’s
genome (the recipient) to a set of different donors. Each
recipient can therefore be represented as a mixture, or matrix
of chunks, received or copied from every other donor.
Similarities between the matrices are then used to cluster
individuals into genetic groups.
The population structure inferred by FS reaffirms the
ADMIXTURE results and has high individual branch support.
We observe almost perfect clustering of samples from within
the same population and/or island label (fig. 3 and supplementary figs. S1 and S2, Supplementary Material online).
Multiple clusters can be broadly defined on the population
dendrogram: 1) Taiwan, the Philippines, Borneo and Sulawesi,
2) western Indonesia (excluding Borneo and Sulawesi), 3)
eastern Indonesia, 4) Melanesia, and 5) Polynesia (fig. 3 and
supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online).
Individuals receive most of their genome from donors within
the same cluster. As expected, self-copying, a process whereby
2441
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FIG. 2. Ancestral genomic components in regional populations. For every K, the modal solution with the highest number of ADMIXTURE runs is
shown; individual ancestry proportions were averaged across all runs from the same mode and the number of runs (out of 50) assigned to the
presented solution is shown in parentheses. Average cross validation statistics were calculated across all runs from the same mode (insert). The
minimum cross-validation score is observed at K ¼ 9. Note major ancestry components in Indonesia and ISEA—Papuan (light purple), mainland
Asian (light yellow), and AN (light blue)—as well as major differences in the distribution of these three ancestries between eastern and western
Indonesia. Populations from the Philippines and Flores are abbreviated as “Ph.” and “Fl.,” respectively.

recipients copy from their own population, prevails
(Lawson et al. 2012). Additional mainland Asian and
European donors cluster together into their respective
continental groups.
2442

After defining genetic clusters using FS (fig. 3 and supplementary fig. S1 and table S1, Supplementary Material online),
we performed further analysis with GLOBETROTTER (GT) to
determine which populations became admixed and to place
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FIG. 3. Inference of population structure from haplotype sharing. (A) Simplified coancestry heatmap generated by chromosome painting with
fineSTRUCTURE. Donor populations are shown in columns, recipients are in rows. Each cell depicts the average proportion of the genome copied
by samples in the recipient population from the respective donor group, weighted by the average number of chunks received from this donor. Each
row is scaled between 0 (blue, the minimum proportion of the genome copied for the given recipient group) to 1 (red, the maximum proportion of
the genome copied). As expected, the largest proportion of the genome is copied from the population’s own label. The diagonal (gray),
representing self-copying, was excluded from the scaling procedure to emphasize copying patterns from other donor populations. Recipient
groups from outside ISEA, Melanesia, and Polynesia are not shown. A detailed matrix of copying vectors is given in supplementary figure S2,
Supplementary Material online. (B) Simplified dendrogram showing the clustering of individuals with similar copying vectors into genetic groups.
These groups were subsequently used in the main GLOBETROTTER analysis. Clusters are shaded according to the color scheme from figure 1A. A
detailed dendrogram is given in supplementary figure S1, Supplementary Material online; individual sample affiliations are given in supplementary
table S1, Supplementary Material online.

estimated times on these admixture events. Unlike other
methods (Loh et al. 2013), this allows the structure of
unsampled source populations to be assessed (Hellenthal
et al. 2014). First, a “full” approach was taken, whereby every
recipient population could copy from any other donor group.
As expected, in many inferred admixture events, sources of
admixture were dominated by the geographical neighbors of
the target population. This was especially apparent in eastern
Indonesia, where one of the sources was a mixture of western
Indonesian surrogates, and the other always included multiple eastern Indonesian islands (fig. 4A and supplementary
table S3, Supplementary Material online). Although this could
reflect a real admixture process between western and eastern
parts of the archipelago, another highly likely explanation is
that nearby groups simply have a similar population history,
which would result in excess copying from neighboring
islands (Hellenthal et al. 2014). To control for this effect, we
performed a “regional” analysis (fig. 4B), where no self-copying
was allowed within the five regions defined by geography: the
Philippines, western Indonesia, eastern Indonesia, Melanesia,

and Polynesia (supplementary fig. S1 and tables S1 and S4,
Supplementary Material online).
Admixture events are inferred with high quality scores,
with only a few events having goodness-of-fit (R2) values
<0.9 (supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material
online). Several of the events fit well with historical information (fig. 4A, supplementary table S3, Supplementary
Material online). First, South Asian admixture was
detected in ISEA—around 1200 CE in Sumatra, 760 CE
in Bali and 1060 CE in Philippine Negritos. Second, the
Philippine non-Kankanaey group shows evidence of a
complex admixture event with a European source around
1710 CE. This is consistent with the arrival of Western
explorers in the archipelago starting from the 16th century (Ooi 2004). Third, the first European contact in
Tonga, Samoa, and Tahiti occurred in the mid to late
18th century (Oliver 1974), which coincides with inferred
dates for European admixture in Tahiti (1705 CE, 95% CI
1636–1772 CE) and the Tongan–Samoan cluster (1820
CE, 95% CI 1782–1865 CE).
2443
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FIG. 4. Population admixture events and inferred contact dates as inferred by the main GT analysis. Individual raw FS populations were grouped
into larger population clusters (see fineSTRUCTURE results, fig. 3B and supplementary fig. S1 and table S1, Supplementary Material online) for the
GLOBETROTTER analysis. Inferred admixture events were classified into three types: one-date admixture (OD, involving a pair of mixing sources);
one-date-multiway admixture (MW, involving two pairs of mixing sources); and uncertain (U). The inferred composition of mixing sources is
shown as barplots (one pair for OD and two pairs for MW). A pair of “best-guess” surrogate populations that matches the inferred contributing
sources for the primary admixture event are shown as shaded triangles. The bean plots in the center depict the distributions of admixture dates as
estimated by 100 bootstrap replicates. Dates inferred by “full” and “regional” analysis are colored in red and blue, respectively. White circles
represent point estimates of the date of admixture. The color scheme assigned to the additional mainland East Asian (CHB and CHS), Southeast
Asian (CDX and KHV), South Asian (STU), and European (CEU) surrogates is shown at the bottom of the plot. Surrogates contributing <3% to
mixing sources are hatched in grey. Detailed information about the inferred admixture events and composition of mixing sources is given in
supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online. (A) Results of the “full” analysis. Each target population was allowed to copy from all
donor populations, excluding self-copying from its own group. (B) Results of the “regional” analysis. Populations were divided into five geographical regions: the Philippines, western Indonesia, eastern Indonesia, Melanesia, and Polynesia (fig. 1A and supplementary table S1, Supplementary
Material online). Each target group was allowed to copy from all donor populations, excluding populations with the same regional label
(supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online).
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Except for shared South Asian influence in some islands,
the admixture patterns inferred by GT varied widely across
western Indonesia (fig. 4). In contrast, all eastern Indonesian
groups show a similar signal of genetic contact between
Papuan-like and western Indonesian/Philippines-like sources,
as reflected by the “regional” analysis (fig. 4B and supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online). Estimated
dates of admixture are similar across the eastern part of the
archipelago, with point estimates ranging from around 185
BCE to 360 CE (95% CIs for different islands span the period
from ca 510 BCE to 475 CE). All events infer simple one-date
admixture between two source populations. The composition of mixing sources is also strikingly similar between different groups: one source always includes western Indonesian
and Philippine non-Kankanaey surrogates, whereas the other
is dominated by PNG, with no Taiwanese surrogate present in
the sources of admixture. Previous analysis suggests that
some Philippine non-Negrito groups are close proxies for
the original AN ancestry (Mörseburg et al. 2016). Therefore,
the detected events likely reflect interactions between local
Papuan groups and AN speakers, who arrived in eastern
Indonesia via the Philippines. Notably, the inferred dates of
genetic contact are late relative to archeological signals associated with the AN expansion in this region.
Unlike other studies (Busby et al. 2015), we decided to
describe admixture by clustering individual raw FS populations into larger topologically robust groups with high bootstrap support (supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material
online), which closely match individual island groupings in
our data set. To detect admixture shared between multiple
raw populations, GT requires greater differences between
groups than within them. These population groupings should
therefore allow us to detect more ancient events, and be less
subject to noise than using the raw FS populations, many of
which are small, comprising only a few samples. To test
whether admixture inferences are affected by the way our
groups are formed, we also performed a second “regional” GT
inference on groups defined by the tips of the FS tree.
Unsurprisingly, given the homogeneity observed within studied islands, the results of this approach (supplementary fig. S3,
Supplementary Material online) follow the main “regional”
run closely (fig. 4B). For example, all 32 eastern Indonesian
clusters display one-date admixture events between Papuanand western Indonesian/Philippines-like sources around 60
CE 6 260 years (mean 6 SD) (supplementary fig. S3 and table
S5, Supplementary Material online). Furthermore, we also
applied ancestry-based (fig. 3B and supplementary table S4,
Supplementary Material online) rather than geography-based
clustering for western Indonesians, as in the main “regional”
run, and again observed similar results.
To gain additional insights into mainland Asian and ANrelated population history in Indonesia, we performed an
analysis of FS chunks received from Chinese, Vietnamese,
and Philippine Kankanaey and non-Kankanaey donors,
where—as noted above—non-Negrito populations from
the Philippines appear to act as an AN proxy in a previous
study (Mörseburg et al. 2016), as well as in our study (supplementary fig. S4, Supplementary Material online). Among
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Western Indonesian populations, Borneo and Sulawesi stand
out as having much longer average chunk lengths and a larger
proportion of their genome received from the Philippines,
suggesting additional genetic contact between these regions.
In contrast, individuals from Java and Bali, while having the
highest proportion of their genome and one of the longest
chunks accredited to mainland Asian donors, receive a
smaller proportion and the shortest chunks from the
Philippines. The former indicates that Java and Bali experienced additional contact with people from MSEA compared
with other western Indonesians, and the latter may suggest
more ancient admixture between these two populations and
incoming AN-speaking groups than GT can detect (Pagani
et al. 2016). Nias and Mentawai individuals copy only a small
proportion of their genomes from mainland or AN donors,
but have an unusually high average chunk length—an effect
produced by low effective population size.

MALDER
To test whether the mainland Asian component was introduced into Indonesia as part of the AN expansion, or as part
of a separate migration event, we turned to MALDER. This
approach assesses the exponential decay of admixtureinduced linkage disequilibrium (LD) in a target group, and
requires a priori definition of two mixing sources. We performed this test for every target population in Indonesia by
representing it as a mixture between PNG (a proxy for the
ancestral Papuan population) and either mainland Asian
(CHB, CHS, CDX, and KHV) or proxy AN sources
(Philippine Kankanaey and non-Kankanaey samples). If introgression from mainland Asia predates the AN migration, we
would expect admixture dates inferred using the PNGmainland Asian pair to be older than that of the PNG-AN
pair.
Figure 5 summarizes the statistically significant results
obtained from all tests performed on the Indonesian target
populations, as specified using self-reported population labels
(see also supplementary table S6A, Supplementary Material
online). Five eastern Indonesian groups and Sulawesi show
results similar to, and corroborate, the GT findings.
Importantly, inferred dates for the admixture between
PNG-mainland Asia and PNG-AN references in each of the
target populations are close with overlapping confidence
intervals. Analysis of FS-based groups (as in fig. 4) produces
similar results (supplementary table S6B, Supplementary
Material online). One parsimonious explanation for this pattern is that both mainland Asian and AN ancestries were
introduced into eastern Indonesia during a single migration
event, and that these newcomers already had a mainland
Asian component in their genomes at that time. The composition of western Indonesian/Philippines-like sources of
AN-associated admixture inferred by the GT analysis for
two Flores populations is also consistent with the MALDER
results and indicates that Neolithic newcomers already had
MSEA ancestry by around 200 BCE (fig. 4 and supplementary
table S3, Supplementary Material online). Further, our mainland Asian and AN references have significantly different
2445
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branch leading to the African outgroup in ((Indonesian target, mainland reference), YRI) and the ((Indonesian target,
AN reference), YRI) tests would be significantly different.
This is not observed, again suggesting that both mainland
Asian and AN components were introduced across
Indonesia during a single event, in line with the MALDER
results for eastern Indonesia. This, however, does not rule
out the possibility that there was some contact with mainland Asia before the AN expansion, the traces of which were
either erased by incoming Neolithic populations or are too
weak to be detected by the suite of methods applied here.
In addition, examination of outgroup f3 test results reveals
that two groups, Java and Bali, are pulled toward the mainland reference, suggesting additional genetic contact with
MSEA compared with other Indonesian populations.

Sumatra
Bali
Mentawai
Borneo
Sulawesi
Flores Bama
Flores Bena
Lembata
Alor
Pantar
2000 BCE

1000 CE

0 CE

1000 CE

Target is a mixture of PNG and:
Dai (CDX)

Han (CHB)
Kankanaey

Sth. Han (CHS)

Vietnam (KHV)

non-Kankanaey

FIG. 5. Alternative genomic dating of admixture events with
MALDER. Each target Indonesian population (vertical axis) was represented as a mixture of Papuan (PNG) sources, and either mainland
Asian (CHB, CHS, CDX, and KHV) or AN (Philippine Kankanaey and
non-Kankanaey) sources. Point estimates and the standard error of
dates for statistically significant admixture events are shown on the
horizontal axis.

patterns of LD (supplementary figs. S1 and S2, Supplementary
Material online), thus ruling out the possibility that the observed close correspondence between the results of the PNGmainland Asian and PNG-AN references in the MALDER analysis is due to similarity in their patterns of LD or ascertainment
bias of the genotyping data (Cox et al. 2016 and evidence
below). In contrast, however, the western islands do not exhibit any clear pattern of admixture in the MALDER analysis.
Outgroup f3
To further determine whether the mainland Asian component was introduced as part of the AN expansion, the outgroup f3 test, a measure of common branch length between a
pair of target populations and an outgroup (here, Yoruba
from Africa, YRI), was performed (supplementary table S7,
Supplementary Material online). Each Indonesian population
was paired with the same set of mainland Asian and AN
references as for the MALDER analysis, and in addition,
with four ancient Lapita genomes (Skoglund et al. 2016).
We observe almost perfect correlation of f3 values estimated
with mainland Asian and AN references (supplementary fig.
S5, Supplementary Material online). If mainland Asian and
AN components were introduced into Indonesia at substantially different times, it might be expected that the shared
2446

Measures of Genetic Drift and Inbreeding
To assess the effects of genetic drift and inbreeding in
Indonesian populations, we estimated the excess of runs of
homozygosity (ROH), mean pairwise nucleotide diversity (p),
and gene diversity (Ĥ) compared with larger continental
groups (supplementary figs. S6 and S7 and table S8,
Supplementary Material online). Although genotype-based
measures (e.g., p) can potentially be sensitive to the ascertainment bias of SNP arrays, haplotype-based gene diversity is
calculated from combinations of linked markers, and is consequently more robust. The observed high correlation between nucleotide and gene diversity in ISEA
(supplementary fig. S7, Supplementary Material online) therefore suggests that ascertainment bias in the genotyping data
is unlikely to significantly underestimate these measures of
genetic diversity, in line with previous results (Cox et al. 2016).
Setting aside Nias, Mentawai, Sulawesi, and Flores Bena,
the total amount of the genome located in homozygous
stretches is about five times higher in Indonesians
(33 6 14 Mb, mean 6 SD) compared with East Asians
(6 6 2 Mb), and is within the range of South Asian populations (41 6 28 Mb) (supplementary fig. S6A, Supplementary
Material online, ROHs defined as a minimum of 50 homozygous SNPs). Apart from Nias and Mentawai, nucleotide and
gene diversity estimates in Indonesia—including Sulawesi and
Flores Bena—overlap with East Asia (supplementary fig. S7
and table S8, Supplementary Material online). Two western
Indonesian islands, Nias and Mentawai, show strongly reduced levels of genetic diversity, as well as an excess of
ROH. Mentawai individuals have the lowest diversity among
all the sampled Indonesian populations, coupled with the
largest proportion of their genome located in ROH (120 Mb
in total). Together with an excess of self-copying in the FS
analysis (supplementary figs. S2 and S4, Supplementary
Material online), this indicates that the population history
of Nias and Mentawai was strongly influenced by genetic drift.
Correlation between Linguistic and Genetic Diversity
It is currently thought that languages, culture and genes
spread in lockstep across Island Southeast Asia during the
Neolithic (Gray et al. 2009). To test whether these correlations
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can still be observed, we performed a Mantel test between
genetic distances, as estimated by FST (supplementary table
S2, Supplementary Material online), and phonetic distances,
as estimated by ALINE (Downey et al. 2008) (supplementary
table S9, Supplementary Material online). Genetic distances
are strongly correlated with language distances within
Indonesia (r ¼ 0.56, P ¼ 0.002), and a significant correlation
remains even when controlling for the geographical covariate
(r ¼ 0.38, P ¼ 0.02) (supplementary table S9, Supplementary
Material online).

Discussion
Indonesia, linguistically and culturally one of the most diverse
regions on earth, was affected by multiple massive human
movements. Here, we report a new high-density autosomal
genotyping data set from multiple Indonesian islands that
significantly advances previous data. We apply the latest admixture inference approaches to obtain insight into the demographic processes that gave rise to modern population
diversity, with a primary focus on the Holocene.
A key overarching feature of this region is the distribution
of two major genetic ancestries, Papuan and Asian, which
vary considerably between Indonesian islands, with a particular distinction between west and east (figs. 1–3). A cline in
the proportion of the two ancestries is observed against longitude—the Papuan component, which can be traced back to
the first anatomically modern humans in Sunda and Sahul,
reaches its highest frequency in eastern Indonesia, but is essentially absent west of Wallace’s line (fig. 2). The second most
frequent genetic component in Indonesia appears to have
originated from near Taiwan around 3500–3000 BCE
(Bellwood 2014), and is thought to be associated with the
Neolithic expansion of AN speakers. This dispersal likely
accounts for the observed correlation between genetic and
language diversity (supplementary table S9, Supplementary
Material online). As with previous analyses of small traditional
island communities in Indonesia (Cox et al. 2016), most studied populations do not show strong signs of inbreeding or a
substantial decrease in genetic diversity, pointing to effective
population sizes similar to those of much larger continental
groups (supplementary figs. S6 and S7 and table S8,
Supplementary Material online).
Most eastern Indonesian populations show traces of admixture that appear to reflect an expansion of AN speakers
(fig. 4B and supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material
online). There is a striking similarity between inferred
events—each admixed population includes both a
Philippine non-Kankanaey and western Indonesian-like
source likely representing Holocene movements of Asian
farming groups, as well as a Papuan-like source representing
local indigenous ancestry. One reason for the lack of clear
Taiwanese sources may be because the aboriginal populations
of Taiwan were heavily affected by post-AN movements from
mainland East Asia, most recently sinicization by Han
Chinese, and thus no longer depict the ancestral AN gene
pool (Mörseburg et al. 2016). However, this notable pattern
could equally be explained by the dominance of language and
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culture transfers during early phases of the Neolithic expansion from Taiwan into the Philippines, followed by people
with predominantly Philippine ancestry driving later demic
diffusion into the Indonesian archipelago. Interestingly,
Mörseburg et al. (2016), by using a different sample set and
genotype-based analytical toolkit, indicated that the
Kankanaey ethnic group from the Philippines is likely the
closest living proxy of the source population that gave rise
to the AN expansion. We did not detect this population
among sources of admixture in eastern Indonesia, and therefore suggest that the place of individual Philippine groups in
the AN expansion needs to be further addressed by better
sampling in the Philippine archipelago.
Sumba and Flores, the two westernmost islands to the east
of Wallace’s line, display a high proportion of Java and Bali
surrogates in their AN admixing source. This suggests that the
AN movement into eastern Indonesia, especially for Sumba
and Flores, had earlier experienced some degree of genetic
contact with western Indonesian groups. In contrast, the
sources of AN admixture in Lembata, Alor, Pantar, and
Timor are dominated by Sulawesi (fig. 4B and supplementary
fig. S3 and tables S3 and S5, Supplementary Material online).
This generally agrees with expectations from the geography of
the region, whereby AN groups exiting the southern
Philippines were likely funneled into at least two streams,
including a western path through Borneo and a central
path through Sulawesi (Blust 2014).
Point estimates of genetic admixture times in eastern
Indonesia lie within a narrow timeframe ranging between
ca 185 BCE to 360 CE or 75 to 56 generations ago (95% CI
510 BCE—475 CE or 87–52 generations) (fig. 4B supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online). These inferred
dates are younger than some previous estimates (120–200
generations ago) (Xu et al. 2012; Sanderson et al. 2015;
Sedghifar et al. 2015). A major analysis of admixture in
Indonesia estimated the date of AN contact in the eastern
part of archipelago to be around 500–600 CE (ca 50 generations, CI estimates between 58 and 42 generations ago)
(Lipson et al. 2014), surprisingly young given the archaeological evidence. However, the study pooled a very small sample
of genetically heterogeneous eastern Indonesian islands including, for example, Flores and Alor. As we show here (figs.
2, 4, and 5 and supplementary fig. S3 and tables S3, S5, and S6,
Supplementary Material online), whereas the wave of AN
speakers left a common genetic trace across the whole of
eastern Indonesia, the details and dates of this contact vary
considerably not only between islands (e.g., Flores and Alor),
but also within individual islands (e.g., Flores Rampasasa vs.
Flores Bama). The genetic dates, which were obtained here by
denser geographical sampling of eight eastern islands, a much
larger number of individuals (28 per island on average) and a
greater number of SNPs, are up to 30 generations older,
predating the Common Era in many cases. It therefore took
migrants at least half a millennium to proceed from islands
around Wallace’s line to the easternmost sampled part of
eastern Indonesia.
Nevertheless, observed dates for AN contact in eastern
Indonesia are still approximately a millennium younger
2447
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than the earliest Neolithic archaeological evidence in the region, and two explanations seem most likely here. First, the
AN migration may have involved several waves of people
leaving Taiwan, spanning multiple generations, which would
bias date estimates later than the first arrival of the Neolithic
archeological assemblage (Sedghifar et al. 2015). Second, there
may have been a substantial time gap between the spread of
culture and technological traditions, and the beginning of
extensive genetic contact between incoming farming groups
and native inhabitants in Indonesia (Lansing et al. 2011). The
lack of considerable admixture with Papuan groups was recently noted in ancient Lapita individuals from Remote
Oceania, whose genomes are mostly Asian and carry little
to no Papuan ancestry, suggesting limited contact as they
moved through Melanesia to previously uninhabited islands
in the Pacific (Skoglund et al. 2016). A lag in admixture between local and incoming Neolithic groups has also been
observed in Europe, where hunter-gatherer and farming populations initially coexisted for nearly a thousand years without
substantial genetic interaction (Malmström et al. 2015).
Unlike eastern parts of the Indonesian archipelago, the
western islands show more complex traces of the AN expansion—this ancestry is seen in the ADMIXTURE plot, but is not
inferred by GT and MALDER (figs. 2, 4, and 5). A combination
of multiple factors is potentially responsible for this observation. From archaeological evidence, the timeframe of AN admixture in western Indonesia is older than in eastern islands,
which severely diminishes the power of LD-based admixture
inference (Hellenthal et al. 2014). Only Sulawesi, lying between the prehistoric continents of Sahul and Sunda, shows
traces of AN gene flow (figs. 4A and 5 and supplementary fig.
S3, Supplementary Material online). However, additional
insights are given by FS chunk analysis—Borneo and
Sulawesi may have experienced the most recent AN admixture, with Java and Bali experiencing the most ancient AN
contact among all western Indonesian populations (supplementary fig. S4, Supplementary Material online). In addition,
historically well-documented gene flow from South Asia from
the first century CE (Ooi 2004), the timing and extent of
which have been clarified here, further decrease the statistical
power to detect older AN-associated admixture in western
Indonesia (figs. 2 and 4) (Hellenthal et al. 2014).
Although the genetic effects of the AN expansion are now
well established (figs. 2 and 4), the presence of a mainland
Southeast Asian genetic substrate in Indonesia, as confirmed
here (fig. 2), still needs to be addressed (Karafet et al. 2010;
Jinam et al. 2012; Lipson et al. 2014). The timeframe for this
contact is open to debate. Analyses of haploid loci suggest a
pre-Austronesian origin during the late Pleistocene–early
Holocene (Karafet et al. 2010; Jinam et al. 2012; Vallee et al.
2016). However, autosomal data indicates that some expanding AN speakers interacted with groups from MSEA by at
least 350 CE (or 55 generations ago), and introduced mainland ancestry into western Indonesia (Lipson et al. 2014).
Although we did not detect any major admixture events
with MSEA in our GT analysis (fig. 4), the panel of outgroup
f3 tests (supplementary fig. S5 and table S7, Supplementary
Material online) suggests that the mainland component was
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likely introduced into the Indonesian archipelago in parallel
with the AN migration. This is more clearly the case in eastern
Indonesia, which shows similar dates of admixture with both
mainland Asian and AN references (fig. 5). Western
Indonesians display a more complex pattern of contacts
with MSEA. Some populations, particularly Nias and
Mentawai, seem to have remained remained isolated and
are affected by strong genetic drift (fig. 2 and supplementary
figs. S4, S6, and S7 and table S8, Supplementary Material online) (van Oven et al. 2011; Kennerknecht et al. 2012). In
contrast, Java and Bali have experienced additional gene
flow from MSEA compared with other western Indonesian
islands (fig. 2 and supplementary figs. S4 and S5,
Supplementary Material online).
In summary, the Indonesian archipelago, and ISEA in general, is a region of genetic contrasts, shaped by quite different
prehistoric and historic human movements that cumulatively
drove the immense cultural and linguistic diversity observed
today. Growing evidence argues for a complex transition from
hunter-gatherer to farming populations, with multiple centers of neolithization, albeit still with a strong driver of human
population movements (Spriggs 2012). Our results provide
new insights into the genetic diversity of the region. We highlight key differences in the population history of western
versus eastern Indonesia, and establish the details of both
the AN expansion and contact with mainland Asia, thus proposing directions for future work in the era of complete genome sequences.

Materials and Methods
Ethics
Biological samples were collected by JSL, HS, and a team from
the Eijkman Institute for Molecular Biology, with the assistance of Indonesian Public Health clinic staff. All collections
followed protocols for the protection of human subjects
established by institutional review boards at the Eijkman
Institute, Nanyang Technological University, and the
University of Arizona. Permission to conduct research in
Indonesia was granted by the State Ministry of Research
and Technology. Genotyping and analyses of newly reported
non-Indonesian samples were approved by the institutional
review board at the University of Arizona.

Data Availability
Genotype data for all new samples are available from the
NCBI GEO repository (project accession number: GSE80534).

Sampling and Genetic Screening
Genetic markers were screened in 498 healthy and unrelated
individuals from Vietnam, Taiwan, Philippines, Indonesia
(Sumatra, Java, Bali, Nias, Mentawai, Sulawesi, Sumba, Flores
Rampasasa, Flores Bena, Flores Bama, Lembata, Alor, Pantar,
and Timor), Melanesia (Papuans from PNG, Baining from
New Britain, Nasioi from Bougainville, and Vanuatu), and
Polynesia (Tonga, Samoa, and Tahiti) representing 25 populations in total. Detailed information on individual populations used in the current study is given in supplementary
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table S1, Supplementary Material online. A set of 567,096
SNPs was screened using the Affymetrix Axiom GenomeWide Human Array. All samples yielded high genotyping success rates (<5% missing genotypes), and 538,139 autosomal
SNPs with <5% missing data were kept for further analyses.
Inference of cryptic relationships between samples was performed using KING v. 1.4 (Manichaikul et al. 2010) and no first
degree relatives were detected (kinship coefficient > 0.354,
following the software guidelines).

Comparative Data Sets
Newly genotyped data were merged with autosomal data
from the following complete genome sequencing data sets:
African (YRI: Yoruba), European (CEU), South Asian (BEB:
Bengali, GIH: Gujarati Indian, ITU: Indian Telugu, PJL:
Punjabi, STU: Sri Lankan Tamil), mainland East Asian (JPT:
Japanese, CHB: Chinese Han, CHS: Chinese Southern Han)
and Southeast Asian (CDX: Chinese Dai, KHV: Vietnamese)
populations from Phase 3 of the 1000 Genomes Project data
(May 2, 2013 release) (1000 Genomes Project Consortium
2012), and populations from Vietnam, the Philippines,
Borneo and Sulawesi from the Estonian Biocentre Human
Genome Diversity Panel (EGDP) (Pagani et al. 2016) (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). Twentyfive random samples from each population of the 1000
Genomes Project were used to save computation time and
balance sample size with Indonesian data. Philippine samples
were broadly classified into three groups: Kankanaey,
Negritos, and a general non-Kankanaey group, where the
latter included samples that did not belong to either of the
two former groups. Philippine Kankanaey and nonKankanaey samples are together referred to as non-Negritos
throughout the text. We purposely avoided merging our data
with public genotyping data sets to maximize the number of
common SNPs available for further analysis. The comparative
data set thus includes 853 samples with 508,572 autosomal
SNPs, and <5% missing data. For some of the analyses, including PCA, ADMIXTURE, and FST, highly linked SNPs with
R2 > 0.2 were removed (-indep-pairwise 50 5 0.2 in Plink v.
1.90 beta; Chang et al. 2015); 167,855 SNPs passed this
criterion.
In addition, four ancient human genomes dated to the
Lapita and immediately post-Lapita period, 1100–300 BCE,
from Tonga (CP30) and Vanuatu (I1368, I1369, and I1370)
were added to the comparative data set (Skoglund et al.
2016). The total number of unlinked SNPs in common between the comparative data set and all four aDNA samples
was limited to 1,977 polymorphisms, whereas the number of
SNPs shared with individual ancient genomes, as analyzed
separately, varied between 22k and 38k. As this number of
SNPs is too low for the haplotype-based analyses performed
here, only outgroup f3 tests were undertaken using individual
aDNA data points.

Population Genetic Analysis
FST, a measure of population differentiation, was calculated
using GENEPOP v. 4.4 (Rousset 2008). PCA was performed
with the smartpca function of EIGENSOFT v. 3.0 (Patterson
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et al. 2006) with no outlier removal step. Mean pairwise nucleotide diversity p was calculated using the method of Nei
and Li (1979) with rare alleles removed (minor allele
frequency <5%). Gene diversity Ĥ (Nei 1987) was estimated
using the same procedure as in Cox et al. (2016). Runs of
Homozygosity (ROH) were calculated within individuals in
Plink v. 1.90 beta. Following Howrigan et al. (2011), the minimum number of homozygous SNPs to define a run was
varied from 20 to 95 in increments of 15 SNPs, and two
different linkage disequilibrium pruning parameters were
used—“moderate” and “heavy” (R2 > 0.2 and 0.09,
respectively).
Maximum likelihood estimates of the ancestry of individuals were performed with ADMIXTURE v. 1.30 (Alexander
et al. 2009). Fifty randomly seeded runs were performed for
each number of ancestral populations (K ¼ 2–12), and the
results within each K were summarized with CLUMPP v. 1.1.2
(Jakobsson and Rosenberg 2007). Runs with symmetric similarity coefficient >0.9 were assigned to the same modal solution, and individual ancestry proportions were averaged
across runs belonging to the same mode. The most frequent
modal solution is reported.
Outgroup f3 statistics, a measure of the shared branch
length between two population samples, was calculated for
each Indonesian population with ADMIXTOOOLS v. 4.1
(Patterson et al. 2012) using the Yoruba (YRI) population as
the outgroup. The test took the form ((Indonesian target,
reference), YRI), and used reference populations from mainland (South-)East Asia (CHB, CHS, CDX, and KHV), Philippine
Kankanaey and non-Kankanaey samples, and ancient Lapita
genomes.

Inference of Genetic Clustering and Admixture Events
Two different methods were used to infer admixture. First, we
employed the fineSTRUCTURE (FS), CHROMOPAINTER, and
GLOBETROTTER (GT) framework. This approach uses the
haplotypic structure of the data to reconstruct the original
admixing source populations and date(s) of admixture given
a set of surrogate populations. Unlike other approaches (e.g.,
ALDER/MALDER), this framework does not require the specification of source populations of admixture, but instead
reconstructs it from the given set of sampled surrogates.
This multistep algorithm can be described as follows:
(1) Genotypes were first phased with SHAPEIT v. 2
(Delaneau et al. 2014) using the HapMap phase II
b37 recombination map (International HapMap
Consortium 2007).
(2) Population assignments to genetic groups were performed using fineSTRUCTURE v. 2 (Lawson et al. 2012).
A quick test iteration of the algorithm was performed
using the complete comparative data set, without ancient genomes. For the main run, the Yoruba, which
donated only a negligible number of chunks to the
newly genotyped MSEA, ISEA, Melanesian and
Polynesian recipients (<0.1% per recipient genome
on average) was excluded to speed up computation.
The inferred genetic clustering of the remaining
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samples was essentially invariant between the test run
and the main runs. Initial Ne and h parameters were
estimated using 10% of the samples and ten
Expectation-Maximization steps of the algorithm.
Next, each individual recipient chromosome was described as a mixture of genetic chunks from the set of
all other individuals, or donors. This generated a matrix
of copying vectors, which was further used to cluster
the individuals with the Bayesian algorithm. Two parallel runs were performed and convergence between
them was assessed using Gelman–Rubin statistics, as
implemented in the software. Six and 24 million
MCMC iterations were performed for the test and
main runs, respectively, with the first 3 million iterations discarded as burn-in. The main runs were performed until the convergence diagnostic statistic
between two MCMC chains reached the 1.3 threshold,
as defined in the manual. Finally, the tree building step
was performed using default settings, and the run with
the highest observed posterior likelihood was used to
cluster the samples into genetic groups.
(3) The population dendrogram produced in the previous
step was manually inspected and samples were
assigned to individual groups (supplementary fig. S1
and table S1, Supplementary Material online), including 15 from Indonesia (7 western and 8 eastern
groups). Group-based admixture inference (also referred to as the main GT analysis, fig. 4) was performed
in target populations from ISEA, Melanesia and
Polynesia. A group of nine eastern Indonesian individuals with mixed geographical origin was excluded.
Additional selection of samples from two mainland
(South-)East Asian (CHS combined with CHB, and
CDX combined with KHV), South Asian (STU), and
European (CEU) clusters were used as surrogates (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online).
(4) We used two different approaches for the main GT analysis (Hellenthal et al. 2014). First, a “full” analysis was
performed (fig. 4A), where each recipient genome could
copy chunks from the genomes of all other donor populations. However, this approach does not account for
thepossibilitythatgeographicallyclosesamplesassigned
to two different genetic clusters can share a similar admixture history. These would preferentially copy from
each other, competing with more distant donors and
potentially masking the true admixture signal. To minimize this effect of shared population history, we performed a “regional” analysis (fig. 4B). Populations were
clustered into five geographical regions: the Philippines,
western Indonesia, eastern Indonesia, Melanesia, and
Polynesia. Individual recipient genomes were not
allowed to copy from donors with the same regional
label. For details of regional clusters, refer to supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online.
(5) In addition to the main GT analysis, we also assessed
the effect of sample clustering on our admixture inference by performing a GT analysis on the raw FS populations (i.e., terminal tips of the FS dendrogram,
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supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online),
implemented using the “regional” approach. To save
computation costs, analysis was performed only on
Indonesian tips (17 western and 32 eastern) as targets
of admixture, but including 43 non-Indonesian clades
as surrogates (supplementary fig. S1 and table S1,
Supplementary Material online; 1.6 CPU years to complete). As with the approach described above, eastern
Indonesian tips, including the group with mixed sample origin, were allowed to copy from outside eastern
Indonesia
only
(supplementary
table
S4,
Supplementary Material online). However, for western
Indonesia, unlike the geography-driven clustering in
the main “regional” analysis (fig. 4B), individual tips
were now assigned into four monophyletic regions using the FS results (fig. 3B and supplementary fig. S1,
Supplementary Material online): a) Sumatra, Mentawai
and Nias, b) Java and Bali, c) Sulawesi (with Philippine
Negritos), and d) Borneo (with Taiwan and Philippine
non-Negrito samples) (supplementary table S4,
Supplementary Material online). Tips comprising a single individual were grouped with the closest neighbor.
Following the GT guidelines, a copying vector for each
donor group and a set of painted chromosomes for each
recipient group were generated with CHROMOPAINTER v. 2
(Hellenthal et al. 2014) using the “full” and “regional” algorithms described above. Cluster-specific values of Ne and h
were estimated using a “leave-one-out” approach, where
each individual was allowed to copy from every other individual with the same cluster label k, but only nj—1 random
individuals from other donor clusters k ¼
6 j, where n is the
sample size of cluster j. For the “regional” analysis, Ne and h
estimates were averaged over all clusters with the same regional label to avoid any potential bias.
For the main GT analysis of grouped samples (fig. 4), two
parallel runs were performed with and without a “NULL”
individual (see Hellenthal et al. [2014] for details), and 100
bootstraps were used to assess the statistical significance of
the admixture event and uncertainty of the inferred date(s).
Additionally, for all multiple date events, 100 bootstraps were
performed for the two-date admixture event. If the lower
bound of the more recent admixture bootstrap was 3 generations and the fit quality of a single admixture event
was >0.975, the final result was classified as a one-date event.
Otherwise, it was classified as a multiway event. Convergence
between two runs was checked manually, and only results
showing compatible events, sources of admixture and overlapping admixture time confidence intervals were considered
further. For the GT analysis of raw FS populations (supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online), only runs
without a “NULL” individual and bootstrapping were
performed.
Second, an alternative approach, implemented in
MALDER (Pickrell 2015)—a version of ALDER (Loh et al.
2013) that has been modified to allow multiple admixture
events—was employed to detect and date past admixture.
This requires the definition of two sources of admixture, as
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well as the admixed target population. We used this test to
assess the timeframe of mainland Asian versus AN admixture
across our Indonesian populations. The test was designed to
describe each target population as a mixture between a combined sample of Papua New Guinea highlanders and lowlanders (referred to as PNG) and each of the following
Asian populations: Chinese Dai (CDX), Chinese Han (CHB),
Chinese Southern Han (CHS), Vietnamese (KHV), and
Kankanaey and non-Kankanaey from the Philippines. Two
different sample sets were examined: individuals were clustered using either the original self-reported population labels,
or the same set of 14 natural Indonesian groups as used for
the main GT analysis (supplementary fig. S1 and tables S1 and
S6, Supplementary Material online). The same recombination
map was used as for GT, and the minimum genetic distance
at which to start LD decay curve fitting was determined automatically. For both MALDER and GT, admixture dates were
converted to years using the formula (1950  (x þ 1) * 28),
where x is the number of generations since the admixture
event and the generation interval is 28 years (Fenner 2005).

Linguistic Variation
Languagewordlistsof136SwadeshtermswerecollectedbyJSL,
analyzed by a trained linguist, and combined with other sources, including the Austronesian Basic Vocabulary Database
(Greenhill et al. 2008). Linguistic and genetic data sets were
manually cross-referenced based on geographic location, and
only samples from AN-speaking populations were used.
Genetic distances, in the form of FST, were calculated as described above. Geographic pairwise distances were calculated
using the R package “geosphere” v. 1.5-5 (Hijmans et al. 2016).
PairwiselinguisticdistanceswerecalculatedasthemeanALINE
distance (Downey et al. 2008) for all lexical items that were
shared between each pair of languages using the R package
“alineR” v. 1.3.3 (Downey and Guowei 2016). Complete and
partial Mantel tests were conducted with the mantel function
in the R package “vegan” v. 2.4-2 (Oksanen et al. 2017).

Supplementary Material
Supplementary data are available at Molecular Biology and
Evolution online.
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